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SUMMARY
Quest University (“Quest”) has a long, fraught history with Blake Bromley, a Vancouver lawyer,
and a junta of charities (“The Bromley Charities”) directed by him and employees of his company,
Benefic Group Inc.
Quest is now in creditor protection because of a series of loans from a daisy chain of
Bromley Charities, culminating in a debt of $22.6 million to Vanchorverve Foundation.
On the face of it, Quest’s debt is due to a continuous deficiency of revenue over expenditures from
operations but that is not the whole story. The root cause of Quest’s debt is that the university was
deprived of its birthright in terms of land and hundreds of millions of dollars in tax-receipted donations.
Quest began on a promise that the university would be established and endowed with the proceeds
from the development and sale of 960 units of residential housing on 240 acres known as Lot 512.
That didn’t happen. Instead, there are now nearly 350 residences at an assessed value of
$400 million and of that, Quest got very little.
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SUMMARY

At a cost of about $32 million, Quest’s campus was built and paid for from the proceeds of land sales.
The university opened debt-free in 2007 but the cupboards were bare. On the books, Quest had
$85 million in assets but $75 million was a meaningless “loan” that was “forgiven” in 2011 and by
2012, Quest was already almost $5 million in debt. For the first few years as enrollment grew, Quest got
donations of several million dollars per year. That ended abruptly and one of the Bromley Charities,
Global Charity Fund, began making loans to the university. That’s where Quest’s debt began.
Quest took loans from the Bromley Charities on the basis of two premises:
1. The Bromley Charities are legitimate.
2. It was legitimate for The Bromley Charities to make loans to Quest instead of gifts.
In hindsight, both premises are false. As a whole, The Bromley Charities are a questionable operation
whereby hundreds of millions of dollars have been tax-receipted on the basis of non-cash donations
that result in relatively little tangible, charitable benefit. For example, The Stewart & Marilyn Blusson
Foundation reported $197 million in shares of which $194 million was written off within two years.
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Tax-Receipted Donations: $540 Million
The Bromley Charities that started Quest University reported $540 million in tax-receipted donations.
Five of these charities and their contributions to Quest University are discussed ahead:
1.

Quest University Canada Foundation receipted $46 million. The university itself got only $70,000.

2.

The Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation receipted $123 million. Of that, Quest got nil.

3.

Theanon Foundation receipted $30 million which it gifted to HSEF Renaissance Academy which
re-gifted the funds entirely to Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation. Again, Quest got nil.

4.

Association for the Advancement of Scholarship (“AAS”) receipted $30 million and provided
consulting services. None of the $30 million went directly to Quest.

5.

Sea to Sky Foundation receipted $89 million and oversaw the construction of Quest’s campus
at a cost of roughly $32 million.

A further five Bromley Charities receipted an additional $36 million and Global Charity Fund
receipted $70 million of which Quest got $950,000. (Discussed in a separate presentation).
Two charities run by Greg Kerfoot (C & R Foundation and Loyalty Foundation) receipted roughly
$100 million. These charities gifted $3 million to the Bromley Charities and Kerfoot made a loan for
the purchase of Quest’s original 240 acres. The Kerfoot charities are not discussed in this presentation.

Tax-Receipted Donations Reported by The Bromley Charities
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See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/tax-receipted-donations-reported-by-bromley-charities-2000-2019.pdf

Gifts from The Bromley Charities to Quest University: $24 Million

See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/bromley-charities-gifts-to-quest-2004-2019-24-million.pdf
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Introduction
The establishment and start-up of Quest University was funded via a junta of 10 charities run by
Blake Bromley and the employees and associates of his company, Benefic Group Inc.
These charities are referred to here as “The Bromley Charities.”
This presentation looks at these Bromley Charities whose explicit purpose was the start-up of
Quest University:
1.

Quest University Canada Foundation

2.

Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation

3.

Theanon Foundation/HSEF Renaissance Academy

4.

Association for the Advancement of Scholarship

5.

Sea to Sky Foundation

The Bromley Charities aside, only two charities were found to have made substantial gifts to Quest:
J.W. McConnell Family Foundation: $2,000,000 (2002) and Chan Foundation of Canada: $900,000 (2002).
Since 2010, the main charitable funder of Quest has been the 1988 Foundation which has made an annual gift of
$225,000 for a total since 2006 of nearly $2 million.
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Father & Sons
Blake Bromley is a Vancouver lawyer specialized in charity law, tax planning & related matters.
Bromley has registered more than 650 charities and planned/executed over $2 billion worth of
charitable giving. CHIMP Foundation, one of the central charities involved in loans to
Quest University, is run by Blake Bromley’s sons, John and Clif.

Source: https://chimp.net/our-story Printed copy available.

1) Quest University Canada Foundation (“QUCF”)

Quest University Canada Foundation (“QUCF”) reported $46.6 million in tax-receipted donations.
Of that, Quest University got only $70,000, a token amount, meanwhile $45 million was
gifted to Sea to Sky Foundation, as shown on the next page.
It is important to note that QUCF began under one registration number and then, in 2014,
QUCF voluntarily revoked its charitable status and re-opened under a new registration number.
The early financial history of QUCF is therefore not part of the current financial record of QUCF.
The original registration number was 854947926. The current number is 819081376.
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Quest University Canada Foundation #854947926
$46.6 Million

Source: The 2007 tax return for Quest University Canada Foundation.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quest-university-canada-foundation-tax-returns-2007-2015.pdf

2) Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation
Registered in 1999, Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation is an active, registered charity with
designation as a private foundation. Between 2004 and 2010, its directors were Stewart and
Marilyn Blusson and Blake Bromley. Since 2011, the foundation reports only two directors:
Stewart and Marilyn Blusson. Like all other Bromley Charities except CHIMP Foundation, the
financial statements of Blusson Foundation are unaudited.
Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation reported total revenue of $175 million (2005-2011).
Of that, $123 million was tax-receipted donations. From its financial statements, it is clear that
tax-receipted gifts to the foundation were equity that was written off the books shortly after
it was donated, or even the same year. For 2007, this is glaringly obvious, as shown ahead.
In 2007, the Blusson Foundation reported $10,535,900 in tax-receipted donations. That same year,
the Foundation wrote off the exact same amount as “allowance for decline in FMV (fair market value)
of investments.” As shown ahead, the tax return for 2007 was signed by Stewart Blusson.
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In 2007, the Blusson Foundation reported $10,535,900 in tax-receipted donations.
That same year, the Foundation wrote off the exact same amount as “allowance for
decline in FMV (fair market value) of investments.”

$10.5 Million

Source: Excerpt of the 2010 financial statements provided by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/stewart-marilyn-blusson-foundation-10-535-900-2007.pdf

As shown below, the 2007 tax return for Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation is
certified by Stewart Blusson.

Source: An excerpt of the 2007 tax return provided by the CRA. Redactions were done by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/3-stewart-marilyn-blusson-blusson-foundation-signatures-ontax-returns.pdf

In 2009, Blusson Foundation reported assets of $197 million in equity.
Of that, $194 million was gone within two years (shown ahead).

$197 Million SHARES

Source: Excerpt of the 2010 financial statements provided by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-stewart-marilyn-blusson-foundation-financialstatements-2003-2013.pdf

As shown below, the 2009 tax return for Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation is
also certified by Stewart Blusson.

Source: An excerpt of the 2009 tax return provided by the CRA. Redactions were done by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/3-stewart-marilyn-blusson-blusson-foundation-signatures-ontax-returns.pdf

In 2010, Blusson Foundation reported a write-down of $119 million. That same year,
the foundation also reported tax-receipted donations for a new total of $5 million.

-$119 Million WRITE-OFF of SHARES

Source: Excerpt of the 2010 financial statements provided by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-stewart-marilyn-blusson-foundation-financialstatements-2003-2013.pdf

As shown below, the 2010 tax return for Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation is
also certified by Stewart Blusson. For 2011, the tax return is not available from CRA.

Source: An excerpt of the 2010 tax return provided by the CRA. Redactions were done by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/3-stewart-marilyn-blusson-blusson-foundation-signatures-ontax-returns.pdf

In 2011, Blusson Foundation wrote off a further $75 million. Thus, from a high of $197 million (2009),
$194 million was written off within two years. The same year that Blusson Foundation wrote off
$75 million in equity, it also reported $44 million in new tax-receipted donations.

-$75 Million LOSS ON DISPOSAL OF INVESTMENTS

Source: Excerpt of the 2011 financial statements provided by the CRA.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-stewart-marilyn-blusson-foundation-financial-statements2003-2013.pdf

Stewart Blusson was awarded
The Order of Canada and was
inducted into the Mining Hall of Fame
for having contributed $468 million to
UBC, SFU and $100 million to Quest.
However, as shown on the previous pages,
Blusson’s contributions to Quest are
no where near $100 million.
In fact, out of total reported revenue of
$175 million including $123 million in
tax-receipted donations, the total amount
that the Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation
gifted to legitimate, working charities was only
$342,000, as follows:
o

$270,000 - Canadian Geological Foundation

o

$ 72,000 - Society of Economic Geologists

o

$

200 - Canadian Diabetes Association

$342,000
Source: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/5blusson-foundation-gifts-to-qualified-donees-20042019.pdf

Source:
https://www.mininghalloffame.ca/stewart-l-blusson

“Blusson in a tax driven deal donated about 30 million shares valued at $70 million to
several educational institutions … Blusson retained an option to buy back some of these shares ...
and Blusson did buy back some of these shares...

Source: https://secure.kaiserresearch.com/s3/Excerpt.asp?ReportID=147868

Empty Cupboards
When Quest began, financial statements and tax returns reported total assets of $91 million
including capital assets with a fair market value of $85 million. But as we now know, that
included a $75 million “loan” that was “forgiven” in 2011.

Excerpt from the 2008 Tax Return of Quest University Canada

See 2008: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quest-university-canada-balance-sheets-2003-2019.pdf

Empty Cupboards
By 2012, Quest was already almost $5 million in debt.

Excerpt from the 2012 Financial Statements for Quest University Canada

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quest-university-canada-long-term-debt-2011-2012.pdf

2005

$15 Million Boomerang

The only years that Blusson Foundation made significant gifts were 2005 and 2006.
Shown below, in 2005 Blusson Foundation gifted $15 million to Sea to Sky Foundation.
As shown on the next page, this ”gift” boomeranged back to Blusson Foundation a few years
later in the form of land known as “Parcel A.” This 60 acre piece that accounts for
one quarter of the land originally purchased for the establishment and endowment of Quest

NOTE: Listed here is a gift of $100,000 to Quest Foundation which is not affiliated with Quest University.
Quest Foundation has been directed solely by Stewart & Marilyn Blusson & Walter Nassichuk.
Source: Excerpt of the 2005 tax return for Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/5-blusson-foundation-gifts-to-qualified-donees-2004-2019.pdf

2008
In 2008, Quest University
transferred Parcel A to the
Blusson Foundation.
At the time, Blake Bromley
was a director of both
Quest University and
Blusson Foundation.
In 2008, the market value
of Parcel A was $15 million.
As of 2019, the same land is
assessed at $28 million.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-mortgage-quest2008-027-314-685-2008-bb1008583-15-million.pdf

2009

Parcel A

Quest University’s financial statements refer to “assignment of proceeds from sale of

property held for development” with a value of $15 million. No record has been found
that would indicate that the $15 million was ever received by Quest.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/15-million-assignment-of-proceeds-from-sale-of-propertyheld-for-development-2010.pdf

2009

Parcel A

In 2009, the same land Blusson Foundation
used Parcel A to secure a $20 million
loan from BHP Billiton Diamonds Inc.
to cover a reclamation liability of
Stewart Blusson’s diamond business.

Signatures on the mortgage are
Blake Bromley and Stewart Blusson.

See:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/
2-mortgage-2009-blusson-foundation027-314-685-bb1065074-20-million.pdf

2011

Parcel A

In 2011 the Blusson Foundation transferred Parcel A to Global Charity Fund.
Transfer from Quest University to Blusson Foundation

See:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/5-title-2011a027-314-685-2011-bb1008583.pdf

Transfer from Blusson Foundation to Global Charity Fund

See:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/6-title-2011b027-314-685-2011-ca2203372.pdf

2019

Parcel A

In 2019, Global Charity Fund
increased the amount of the mortgage
from $20 million to $40 million.

Signatures on the documents are
Max Wolinsky and Leslie Brandlmayr.
At the time, Wolinsky was the lawyer for
Vanchorverve and Branlmayr was a
director of Vanchorverve.

This mortgage was signed on
October 28, 2019, just 3 days before
Quest’s loan to Vanchorverve came due.
See:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/
3-mortgage-2019-global-charity-fund027-314-685-ca7839208-40-million.pdf

As mentioned previously, the only years in which Blusson Foundation made significant gifts were
2005 and 2006. The only major gift that Blusson Founation made was $15 million to Sea to Sky.
In 2006, Blusson Foundation, made two gifts: $782,134 to the Association for the
Advancement of Scholarship, a Bromley Charity, and $200 to the Diabetes Association.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/5-blusson-foundation-gifts-to-qualified-donees-2004-2019.pdf

In 2008, Blusson Foundation gifted a further $50,000 to Quest Foundation. Blusson Foundation
has made no further gifts to any charities whatsoever since 2008.

In 2013, Blusson Foundation reported an expenditure of $1,100,000 as interest on long-term debt.
Important questions: Why did Blusson Foundation have debt? Who received the “interest.”

Source: An excerpt of the 2013 financial statements for the Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/6-sea-to-sky-foundation-revenue-expenditures-2002-2012.pdf

As of 2019, Blusson Foundation has total assets of $4 (four dollars). It is owed $3.8 million by
Nor-West Rotors Ltd, one of Mr. Blusson’s companies, and a further $1.6 million by Blusson himself.
These same amounts have been owed to the foundation by the same parties since 2013.

Source: Excerpt of the 2019 financial statements of Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation provided by the CRA.
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/5-sea-to-sky-foundation-balance-sheets-2003-2012.pdf

3) Theanon Foundation/HSEF Renaissance Academy (”HSEF”)

$30.5 Million

The first Bromley Charity involved in funding the start-up of Quest is Theanon Foundation (“Theanon”).
As shown ahead, in 2002 Theanon Foundation reported $30.5 million in tax-receipted donations
which it gifted to HSEF Renaissance Academy (“HSEF”), also a Bromley Charity.
Instead of gifting the $30.5 million to Quest, HSEF gifted it to The Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation.
Thus, even though $30.5 million was tax-receipted explicitly for Quest, the university got none of it.

1 Revocation

of Theanon Foundation: https://apps.craarc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/chrtydtls?selectedCharityBn=891106841RR0001&isSingleResult=false&d
srdPg=1&q.srchNm=theanon
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$30.5 Million (2002)
Tax-Receipted Non-Cash Donation

Source: 2002 tax return of Theanon Foundation, posted in the CRA’s digital database as of June 16, 2018.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/theanon-blusson-hsef-2002-30.5-million.pdf

The top excerpt from Theanon’s 2002 tax return shows its gift to HSEF Renaissance Academy.
The bottom excerpt of the tax return of HSEF Renaissance Academy shows its gift of $31.3 million
to the Stewart & Marilyn Blusson Foundation.

Theanon
Foundation
2002

HSEF
Renaissance
Academy
Stewart &
Marilyn
Blusson
Foundation
2005
See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/theanon-blusson-hsef-2002-30.5-million.pdf

16 YEARS LATER
In 2018, following an audit that spanned
16 years, the Canada Revenue Agency
revoked the charitable status of Theanon
Foundation.
CRA objected explicitly to the $30.5 million
gift to HSEF Renaissance Academy but
apparently did not cite its objections
to this gift as the specific cause for which
the charitable status of Theanon Foundation
was revoked.

See:
https://apps.craarc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/chrtydtls?sele
ctedCharityBn=891106841RR0001&isSingleRes
ult=false&dsrdPg=1&q.srchNm=theanon

CRA found that Theanon’s $30.5 million gift “lacked the requisite donative intent of a gift at law.”

Source: CRA letter to Theanon Foundation dated January 17, 2013. Page 14.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/cra-theanon-revocation-letter-17jan2013.pdf

In addition to the $30.5 million from Theanon Foundation, HSEF also received $8.5 million in
tax-receipted non-cash donations. Over a period of nearly ten years, these donations were
offset almost perfectly by other negative revenue such that net revenue was almost nil.

Revenue Reported by HSEF Renaissance Academy

NOTE:
This figure was
compiled from the
CRA’s digital
database.
Paper copies of the
tax returns for HSEF
have not yet been
provided by the
CRA.
SEE: https://apps.craarc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/
srch/pub/dsplyRprtngP
rd?q.srchNm=hsef&q.st
ts=0007&selectedChari
tyBn=885205427RR000
1&dsrdPg=1
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4) Sea to Sky Foundation
Sea to Sky Foundation reported total revenue of $176 million (2003-2010) including
$89 million in tax-receipted donations, as shown below.

As shown above, in 2006 alone Sea to Sky reported $65 million as tax receipted donations.
Source: Tax returns for Sea to Sky Foundation.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/7-sea-to-sky-foundation-tax-receipted-donations.pdf
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Sea to Sky’s Sole Purpose: Funding Quest University
Tax returns filed by Sea to Sky Foundation state that its sole purpose was to make disbursements
to qualified donees and to fund the construction of Quest University. This point is important because
the implication is that the entire $176 million in revenue that Sea to Sky reported should have been
spent in support of Quest University.

2004 &
2005

2007

20082011

Source: Excerpts of tax returns of Sea to Sky Foundation, 2004-2011.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-sea-to-sky-foundation-financial-statements-2003-2012.pdf

“Sea to Sky Foundation … has agreed to provide
ongoing funding in support of the operations of the University”
Quest’s financial statements indicate that it was economically dependent on Sea to Sky and that
Sea to Sky agreed to provide ongoing funding in support of Quest.

Source: Financial Statement for Quest University Canada, August 31, 2005.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quest-university-canada-foundation-financial-statements-2007-2015.pdf

November 9, 2001

In 2001, Sea to Sky purchased a large section
of land in Squamish, known as Lot 512.
This land was purchased for $1.7 million via
a loan from 614046 B.C. Ltd. (Greg Kerfoot).
Signature: Peter Ufford.
Rather than gifting the 240 acres to Quest,
Sea to Sky sold or transferred 180 acres to
corporations and entities affiliated
with Ufford & Bromley.
As shown ahead, some of the land
was sold to one of the Bromley Charities,
Theanon Foundation, and quickly flipped to
property developers at double the price.
See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/2-title-2005015-974-699-br305051-title.pdf

Greg Kerfoot

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/3mortgage-2001-015-974-699-2001-br305052-3m.pdf

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/614046b.c.-company-summary.pdf

April 6, 2002
In 2002, Sea to Sky signed an agreement with the District of Squamish that Lot 512 was
to be used to fund the development of Quest University (then called Sea to Sky University).
This agreement was in the same spirit as the original MOU signed between David Strangway
and the District of Squamish on June 7, 2000.

See:
https://fairquestions.ty
pepad.com/files/4covenant-2002-015974-699-bt114185covenant.pdf

MOU with Squamish, June 7, 2000
The MOU with the District
of Squamish specified,
“Any net revenue
derived from the sale or
development of the
Market Housing Areas
shall be expended to
develop and maintain
the Campus Site as well
as develop and enhance
the curriculum, develop
and market the University
and provide endowment
and other funding for
students, faculty and
programs of the University
within the boundaries of
the District.”

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-quest-district-mou-14-pgs.pdf

MOU with Squamish (Cont’d)
The MOU signed with the
District of Squamish. This MOU was
signed by David Strangway
and the Mayor of Squamish.

The MOU defines “Market Housing Areas”
as “the areas to be developed by
the foundation for revenue purposes
with housing and commercial
development, parks and roads but
excludes the Campus site.”

“Foundation” means Howe Sound
Educational Foundation or any other
such foundation.
Signed: June 7, 2000.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/1-quest-district-mou-14-pgs.pdf

Media Coverage
Local media reported that the development of market housing would fund the university.

“A campus covering
121,000 square metres
funded by the creation of
960 residential housing
units is the Howe Sound
Educational Foundation’s
plan for district lot 512.”
The Chief
June 19, 2001

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/the-squamish-chief-19june2001.pdf

January, 2005
The subdivision plan for Lot 512 was signed by David Strangway, Peter Ufford & Stewart Blusson.

David
Strangway
Peter Ufford

Stewart
Blusson

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/lot-512-2005.pdf

56 Lots Sold for $9 Million. Today’s Value: $55 Million
Sea to Sky sold
56 residential lots to
Theanon Foundation
for $9 million.
Theanon intended to
build 78 housing
Units, according to
correspondence
from the CRA.
The estimated value
of the 78 units today
would be $55 million
based on the
assessed value of
residential lots at
$716,000.
Source: Letter from the Canada Revenue Agency, January 17, 2013.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/cra-theanon-revocation-letter-17jan2013.pdf

Macleans magazine published
a letter from David Strangway
in which he expressed his
disappointment with the way
the financing of Quest was
being handled by the
fundraiser, Blake Bromley.

“The money to be made from
these sales was to the benefit of
Thenon and not Quest,” wrote
Strangway.

He was correct.

Source:
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/educa
tion/2008/11/13/noble-quest/
Print copy available.

Four Properties Flipped for Double the Price

On April 3, 2008, Sea to Sky Foundation sold four properties to Theanon Foundation.
Within weeks, these properties were re-sold to property developers at double the price.

Purchase Price

Re-Sell Price

Re-Sell Date

$ 440,000

$ 800,000

April 25, 2008

$ 595,000

$1,200,000

April 25, 2008

$ 147,500

$ 312,500

May 20, 2008

$ 147,500

$ 312,500

May 20, 2008

$1,330,000

$2,625,000

Evidence provided at the end of this document.

2014

Theanon Foundation Shut Down by CRA

In 2014, the CRA specified
that it objected to the sale of
56 residential lots by Theanon.
However, it took another four
years before Theanon was
shut down, and it is not clear
whether it was shut down
because of these land sales
or for other reasons.

Source: CRA letter dated September 15, 2014.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/cra-theanon-revocation-letter-15sept2014.pdf

Sea to Sky GIFTS to Quest : $15.8 Million
2007:
$5,665,327

While Sea to Sky’s total
revenue was $176 million,
the total amount that

2008:
$5,000,000

Sea to Sky gifted to
Quest was less than
10 percent of that,
only $15.8 million.

2009:
$2,900,000

2010:
$2,200,000

Source:
Tax returns for Sea to Sky Foundation.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files
/7-sea-to-sky-foundation-taxreceipted-donations.pdf

$

2011:
23,352
53

$65 Million “Loan” from Stewart Blusson
As shown earlier, in 2006
Sea to Sky Foundation
reported $65 million as
tax-receipted donations.
As it appears, the $65 million was
tax-receipted for a “loan,”
made by Stewart Blusson that
appears to have never been
touched by Quest before
it was “forgiven.” See next page.
The fact that this “loan” seems to
have never been touched raises
questions about whether it was
concocted as the basis for
purposes of tax relief.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/questblusson-mortgage-65-million-2012.pdf

$65 Million “Loan” FORGIVEN

Source: Financial statements provided by the CRA. Redactions were done by the CRA.
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quest-university-canada-foundation-financial-statements-2007-2015.pdf

$75 Million “Loan” to Quest from Sea to Sky

In 2006, Sea to Sky Foundation also
made a loan to Quest for $75 million.
Again, the mortgage was signed by
Blake Bromley and Peter Ufford.

If Sea to Sky had, indeed, received
$89 million in tax-receipted donations,
why wasn’t it able to make a GIFT of
$75 million to Quest? Why did Sea to Sky
provide a loan/mortgage instead of a gift?

The reason: Sea to Sky didn’t receive
the $89 million in cash that it reported as
tax-receipted donations.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/questsea-to-sky-75-million-mortgage.pdf

$75 Million “Loan” FORGIVEN

In 2012, Sea to Sky Foundation
wrote off $75 million as
“deficiency of revenue over
expenditures from operations.”
This deficiency was due largely
to “forgiveness of debt” in the
amount of $75 million.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/sea-to-sky-foundationforgiveness-of-debt-75-million-2012.pdf

$21 Million “Interest” Paid on Long-term Debt (2006-2007)
Given that Sea to Sky had total
revenue of $176 million including
$89 million in tax-receipted
donations, it is puzzling that
Sea to Sky took out a loan to pay
for the construction of Quest.
Furthermore, from 2004 to 2012,
Sea to Sky reported $21 million as
Interest on long-term debt.
Interest accounted for fully
80 percent of Sea to Sky’s
total expenditures. As shown here,
In 2006 and 2007 alone,
Sea to Sky spent $17.4 million
as interest on long-term debt.
Questions: Why did Sea to Sky
have long-term debt? To whom
was the $21 million paid ?

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/10-sea-to-skyfoundation-interest-on-long-term-debt-20.9-million.pdf

$1 Million Pension
Sea to Sky also spent $4 million on staff and consultants, including $1 million on pension.
The President of Sea to Sky Foundation, Peter Ufford, was paid $735,026 pension in 2007 alone.
Mr. Ufford has confirmed by telephone that he is the recipient of this pension.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/8-sea-to-sky-foundation-ceo-pension-1066-234.pdf

5) Association for the Advancement of Scholarship (“AAS”)
The explicit purpose of the Association for the Advancement of Scholarship (“AAS”) was to
provide administrative services for post-secondary education, presumably to Quest (shown ahead).
AAS reported $30 million (2006) in tax-receipted donations and “royalty income” of $15.8 million
(2015 & 2016). Instead of benefiting Quest, the royalty income was gifted primarily to CHIMP and
other Bromley Charities. AAS also paid a Commission of $3 million to an unspecified recipient.
From 2004 to – 2019, AAS reported:
o
o
o

Total revenue: $41 million
Tax-receipted donations: $30 million
Gifts to Qualified Donees: $28.3 million:
o
o

$12.1 million gifted to CHIMP Foundation
$15.7 million gifted to Bromley Charities (including $11.5 million to Sea to Sky Foundation)

o

$490,000 gifted to Trinity Western University, Capilano College & University of Calgary.

Sources:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/6-15.8-million-royalty-income.pdf
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/association-for-the-advancement-of-scholarship-commission-paid-3million-2014-1.pdf
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/association-for-the-advancement-of-scholarship-gifts-2005-2019.pdf
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Association for the Advancement of Scholarship

Source: Compiled from the tax returns of Almoner Foundation:
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/almoner-foundation-tax-returns-2005-2014-1.pdf
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$30 Million
Tax-Receipted Donations

Source: 2006 tax return of Association for the Advancement of Scholarship.
See page 3:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/association-for-the-advancement-of-scholarship-30million-2006.pdf
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The original directors of AAS were Blake Bromley, David Strangway and David Jennings.

See page 2: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/aas-application-for-registration.pdf

The David Jennings whose name appears here may be a Vancouver based lawyer,
yet to be confirmed: https://iwjlaw.com/who-we-are/david-jennings/
David Jennings was a director of AAS from 2004 to 2007 only.
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Gifts from Association for the Advancement of Scholarship:
$28 Million (2010-2019)
From total revenue of $41 million, including $30 million in tax-receipted donations, the AAS made
no gifts directly to Quest whatsoever.
AAS gave $22.8 million to Bromley Charities and only $490,000 to legitimate, working charities.
AAS also spent $6 million on a charitable program, mostly professional and consulting fees.

Source: Compiled from the tax returns of Almoner Foundation:
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/almoner-foundation-tax-returns-2005-2014-1.pdf
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$3 Million Commission Paid (2014)

In 2014, AAS paid a
Commission for $3,000,000,
as shown here.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/association-for-theadvancement-of-scholarship-commission-paid-3-million-2014-1.pdf
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Certification of Tax Returns for
Association for the Advancement of Scholarship
Every year between 2005 and 2014 – including the year that the $3 million Commission was paid,
the tax returns for AAS were certified by Blake Bromley.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/almoner-foundation-who-signed-the-tax-returns-2005-2014.pdf

For years since 2014, paper versions of the tax returns have not yet been provided by the CRA
so it is impossible to know who certified the tax returns for years since 2014.
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$15.8 Million Royalty Income (2015 & 2016)
In 2015 and 2016, AAS
reported $15.8 million as
Royalty Income. None of this
was gifted to Quest.
Over these same years,
AAS gifted $15.4 million
to Bromley Charities:
CHIMP
: $11.9 million
Headwaters : $ 2.2 million
Mighty Oaks : $ 2 million
These gifts to Bromley Charities
would have been impossible
without the $15.4 million in
Royalty Income. It follows
that the Royalty Income
earned by AAS was
transferred in part to the
Bromley Charities.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/association-for-theadvancement-of-scholarship-royalty-income-15.8-million-2015-2016.pdf 67
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